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ABOUT THE RESILIENCE SHIFT

The Resilience Shift exists to inspire and empower a global
community to make the world safer through resilient infrastructure.
More people than ever depend on the critical infrastructure
systems that provide essential energy, water, transport and
communications services, and underpin food, healthcare and
education. When this infrastructure fails the consequences can be
catastrophic.
Supported by Lloyd’s Register Foundation and Arup, the
Resilience Shift provides knowledge and tools for those
responsible for planning, financing, designing, delivering,
operating and maintaining critical infrastructure systems. Our aim
is to ensure infrastructure systems are able to withstand, adapt to,
and recover quickly from anticipated or unexpected shocks and
stresses - now and in the future.

DEFINING RESILIENCE

Resilience is the ability to withstand, adapt to changing
conditions, and recover positively from shocks and stresses.
Resilient infrastructure will therefore be able to continue to provide
essential services, due to its ability to withstand, adapt and
recover positively from whatever shocks and stresses it may face
now and in the future.
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Foreword

Building resilience of critical infrastructure requires decision-makers
working in different industry sectors to understand ‘what’ can be
done, ‘why’ it should be done, and ‘how’ to put it into practice.
Our work to date has told us that key stakeholders are often either
unaware of the value that resilience can bring or are constrained by a
lack of resources or support in terms of how to embed and enhance
resilience.
This primer is a brief document introducing the elementary principles
of resilience relevant to the electric utilities sector and is part of
a body of knowledge, tools and approaches that the Resilience
Shift is producing, funding, and curating, intended to help those
responsible for the financing, planning, design, delivery, operation
and maintenance of critical infrastructure systems to shift practice.
Our vision is to contribute to a common understanding across critical
infrastructure sectors of what contributes to resilience and how it can
be achieved in practice.
Building resilience into your infrastructure systems, across your value
chains, will allow you to prevent or mitigate against shocks and
stresses that you identify, and to respond better to those events that
you can’t predict or avoid.
We’re delighted to have supported the team at Wood in producing
this primer.
The Resilience Shift team
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Executive summary

T

he American power grid comprises over $1 trillion in physical assets1.
Reliability of this vast network influences virtually every sector of the modern
U.S. economy along with practically all other infrastructure and economic
activities. A reliable source of electricity is of paramount importance to not only the
largest economy, but to any economy in the modern world. Resilience, however,
is more than just providing a continuous source of power. Utilities that do not
integrate resilience into their core business operations and assets not only risk
disruptions to community critical services, but also their viability and profitability as
a business operating in a changing, climate-impacted world.

This electric utilities resilience primer provides
an overview of how resilience is defined within
the industry, key attributes of resilience within
the sector and examples of how organisations
are integrating resilience practices into their
operations, assets and activities. This primer
is designed to facilitate new opportunities
to integrate resilience into the sector by
showcasing how top-performing organisations
and supporting sectors are addressing resilience
with new and existing assets and services. By
identifying key trends, best-practices, resource
references and gaps within this sector this
primer is aimed towards accelerating resilience
uptake within organisations that are keen to
leverage resilience-building opportunities.
This primer provides usable context and case
studies for key stakeholders and business
leaders that must ultimately champion resilience
planning within their respective organisations.
Additionally, specific adaptation measures are
presented in order to provide a preliminary
solution set for the electric utility sector to
consider when making investments to reduce
risks and improve resiliency.
At a high-level this interview and literature-based
research highlights the need for the electric
utility sector to proactively plan for the range

of hazards and disruption risks applicable to
their operations, assets and activities. It also
underscores the importance of organisations
to understand and design for their own unique
comprehensive set of hazards and risks.
Simply put, there is no silver bullet or one-sizefits all solution. However, the ability of utilities
to learn from top performers as well as past
disruptions, and apply lessons to their own
asset management and operations, is critical for
success.
The concept of a value chain is highlighted
throughout this primer. The value chain
represents different project stages from
proposal to delivery to maintenance for large
infrastructure projects, where at each stage,
decisions are made which influence the
resilience of the infrastructure. These decisions,
often involving different stakeholders working
in collaboration, are where resilience is either
embedded or ignored. For the electric utility
sector, the importance of embedding resilience
in each segment of the value chain cannot be
emphasised enough. The intent of this primer
is to be one (of many) key resources that can
help decision-makers actively embed resilience
across the value chain.
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The recommendations for incorporating resilience in the electric utilities sector can be summarised
into three main areas:

1

2

3

DIAGNOS E & C O N C E IV E

D ES I G N & D EL I VER

O P ER AT E & MAI N TAI N

DI A G N O S E

O P T IO NS

PRO CURE

It is essential that the sector
completes and keeps current
vulnerability assessments of its
assets and operations. A clear
understanding of down-scaled
multi-hazard risks to critical assets
is important to protecting against
future disruptions. Ultimately,
this understanding of baseline
and future risk can be used to
diagnose problems and prescribe
resilience-focused solutions.

DE SIG N/
PLAN

FIN A N C E

IMP L EMEN T

Integrating adaptation and
resilience measures into design
and delivery plans with clearly
identified owners and identification
of the roles of internal and external
stakeholders is required alongside
a cost-benefit analysis. With many
projects having a shorter project
life-span, it is important to identify
owners (e.g. resilience champions)
to implement procedures that can
ensure resilience is maintained
over the required longer-time
horizons.

OPERATE

MA IN TA IN

D IS P OS E /
RE U S E

It is essential that organisations
have the resources and budgets
required to operate and maintain
assets in a manner that promotes
resilience. Mobilising funding and
human resource towards this
cause often requires resilience
champions within an organization
to make a business case for
resilience.

(Value chain of critical infrastructure graphic)

It’s imperative that the sector implements and
maintains the required resilience measures to
reduce future risks and minimise the loss of
service. As climate and economic conditions
change and assets reach end of life, key
personnel within electric utilities will be called
upon to make decisions that will affect safety
and welfare in the communities that they serve.
The electric utility sector therefore stands out
as a critical infrastructure sector that must
recognise and answer the call to integrate
resilience across its assets and operations.
Success in this regard will have wide-ranging
positive impacts and influence across all
aspects of society.
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Our recommendations

Government
agencies must create
common benchmarks
for adaptation and
resilience engineering
Utilities must
develop tactical
resilience initiatives
and programmemes
tailored to their specific
hazards

Alignment of federal
(FERC, NERC and
NRC) guidance and
requirements will
accelerate resilience

Use of vulnerability
assessments and risk
assessment tools must
be mainstream

Industry must merge
reliability and resilience
into a single practice

True cost of resilience
needs to be assessed
and documented

Safe-to-fail analysis
must become
more common and
widespread
Connect and
integrate the concepts
of resilience throughout
the design, delivery,
maintenance and
recovery of assets

Shift industry focus
from response to
extreme events to
proactive resilience
planning

Progress resilience
thinking from asset
hardening to integrated
planning
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View of Manhattan, New York from space demonstrates our
dependency on electric utilities (image by NASA)
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Power distribution station

Introduction
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I N T R O DUCTI O N

T

he electric power industry is the backbone of America’s economy, generating
the energy that empowers its people and businesses in global commerce.
Transportation, water, emergency services, telecommunications, and
manufacturing represent only a few of the power grid’s critical downstream
dependencies. Reliance on the electric grid is a key interdependency (and
vulnerability) among all critical infrastructure and key resource sectors. Grid reliability
and resilience is a fundamental need for critical infrastructure required for national
safety and security2. The sector is comprised of a complex system of power
generation, distribution, transmission and the communities, businesses and cities
that require dependable and reliable power.

An important component of resilience within
the sector is the reliance of critical assets to
the services provided by electric utilities. The
resilience of those assets (such as hospitals,
emergency response, water and transportation)
depend on the continuity and resilience of
electric power. Figure 1 highlights the range
of connected assets and operations and the
interconnectedness of services the sector
provides across the spectrum for overall urban
resilience. Based on our interviews and review
it is imperative that organisations in this sector
engage proactively and often with stakeholders
in developing and implementing resilience and
monetise the cost of disruptions into business
planning.

Figure 1
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Heavy layer of ice on transmission lines after a snow and ice storm in Minnesota, US
(Photo by Randy Medicine Bear)

Context
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C ONTE X T

I

n addition to the electric utility sector, this primer may be informative to
engineering firms, supply chain organisations and end-users (such as critical
infrastructure and smart cities technology providers). Information presented here
is based on a review of selected reports and interviews with leading experts in the
sector to identify current trends and best-practices.

Interviewees include Southern Company,
Duke Energy (Duke), Florida Power and Light
(FPL), Public Service Enterprise Group, and
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E).
Regulatory agencies interviewed include Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and
North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) with industry interviews also conducted
with industry leaders across the insurance,
engineering and renewable energy sectors.
The Wood energy and utilities business (which
supports clients within the sector such as
Exelon, Tennessee Valley Authority, Southern
California Edison and BC Hydro) contributed
to this primer providing an important input to
resilience initiatives within the sector. In addition,
electric utility and energy resilience guidance

ELE C TRIC PO W E R
SEC TO R C ATE G O RY

Generation

Transmission

General

The sector includes generation, transmission,
distribution and a range of general activities;
each with a set of specific asset types. There
appears to be several common areas of
resilience being adopted within the sector which
include:
• Integrating sensor and smart technology into
the electric utility sector.
• Hardening the transmission and distribution
network with materials.
• Flood proofing critical assets and equipment.
• Distributed generation to promote resilience
of the power supply.

EL EC T R I C I T Y AS S ET T Y P E

Steam generator and turbines
units

•

Back-up power supply sources

•

Fuel handling and storage systems

•

Generator cooling water intake
systems

•

•

Water filtration and handling
equipment

Distributed generation units (like
solar and smart grid, back-up
diesel units)

•

Electrical substation

•

Long distance transmission wires
and towers

--

Transformers and cooling
systems

•

Station control buildings

--

Bus bars

•

•

Distribution

documents and reports were reviewed and are
referenced in Section 8.

Substation assets:

--

Underground cables

--

Circuit breakers

--

Protection/control equipment

--

Grounding structure

•

Distribution transformers

•

Primary circuits

•

Feeder circuits

•

Electric poles

•

Switches and gears

•

Headquarters and operation
centres

•

Roads, parking lots, and right-ofway access routes

•

Fleet storage and service centers
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Problems and opportunities

Supply chain areas critical to the resilience of the electric utility sector include
fuel, transportation and major transformers including associated parts such
as pumps and valves.
Non-attributed source

Between 2012 and 2016, utilities reported
roughly 3.4 billion customer-hours impacted by
major electricity disruptions with 96% of those
lost service hours due to severe weather3. A
common resilience challenge for the sector is
damage to the distribution and transmission
system. While infrequent, this leads to more
widespread power outages that can affect
many more customers than other utility assets.
Another common challenge was including the
resilience of equipment and key supply chain
stakeholders (that enable the sector to function
during disruptions) in resilience planning. For
example, the ability of utilities to get access to
fuel and equipment during extreme weather
events is critical for overall recovery and
business continuity.
California, and organisations in that state,
such as PG&E, recently faced one of the most
significant shocks in the U.S. with recent
megafires, which were influenced by climate
change and caused major financial and human
losses. These events highlight the importance
of projecting future risks incorporating
climate change and integrating resilience into
equipment, assets and distribution networks
in advance of future climate impacts. With the
example of PG&E, this represents one of the
first bankruptcies (and at a reported loss of $25
billion in market value) attributed to operations
within a climate-related drought and high fire
hazard impact area4. This event highlights
the importance of proactively integrating
resilience into business planning, asset
protection, operation and maintenance with key
organisational leaders across design, operation
and maintenance and project delivery.

Utilities such as FPL and Southern Company
provide examples for the shift in resilience that
are possible following catastrophic events.
Largely because of the Florida hurricanes in
2003-2005, FPL adopted proactive resilience
measures and implemented measures to
successfully access recovery costs (and secure
upfront investments) from their rate-payer base
to fund resilience adaption capital costs. FPL
was able to take a significant disruptive event
and turn that into a resilience innovation and
business advantage.
An organisation’s ability to work with and
secure support from stakeholders and rate
payers to finance proactive resilience projects
such as underground power lines, smart
sensors for weather forecasting, improved
materials (concrete or metal poles) and power
line vegetative management are examples of
successful resilience planning within the sector.
The ability to secure upfront capital from the
insurance sector would be another significant
and needed shift within the sector. One potential
model could involve leveraging the role of
“Resilience Service Companies (ReSCOs).”
In this model, upfront investments are made
in resilience projects and then recouped from
the reduction in insurance premiums found
as volatility and future risk are reduced. The
initiative could accelerate the incentivisation of
resilience and provide needed capital to invest
proactively in resilience adaptation measures.5
From the research and interviews conducted for
this primer, an insurance-based funding model
for resilience was not (yet) found to be used by
major electric utilities in North America.
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Figure 2
Climate impacts are increasingly a critical part
of the business, risk management and the
resilience of the communities they support

Figure 3
Resilience includes multi-hazard disruptions
that are regionally based and can Impact
surrounding communities

RESILIENCE SHIFT 'BLACK SKY'
MULTI-HAZARD SIMULATIONS
This primer highlights how resilience was often
aligned with (and in some cases viewed as
similar) to reliability within the sector. The more
advanced organisations viewed resilience
within a broader context and included asset
protection, safety, community engagement
and operational impacts. Proactive resilience
measures were often mentioned in terms of their
integration into operations, assets, activities and
in that an understanding between the range of
stakeholders must occur to identify the critical
infrastructure needed to drive resilience.
The interviews and reports reviewed highlight
the importance of another Resilience Shift
initiative which is assessing the ability of the
electric utilities sector to plan for and recover

from a collaborative ‘black sky’ multi-hazard
simulation. Its outputs will help address some of
the questions from this primer - how the sector
can improve resiliency to multi-sector and multihazard extreme weather events and disruptions,
and will be helpful to the electric utility sector in
advancing overall resilience.
This primer identifies the ability of the sector to
integrate resilience and adaptation across the
range of upstream and downstream assets and
stakeholders for multi-hazard disruptors (both
under ordinary and extraordinary scenarios) that
can impact their business as a critical area for
the electric utility sector.
(For detailed report on ‘black sky’ simulations
visit the Resilience Shift website publications
section or click here.)
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Defining and regulating resilience

Resilience is generally defined as increasing
the ability of the power system to prevent or
mitigate the impact of unusual or catastrophic
events (e.g., storms, fires, earthquakes, cyber
and physical attacks).2 With the increase of the
severity and occurrence of disruptive events,
and with the unquestioned critical role that
power supplies have on livelihoods, resilience
is on the top of many utilities’ and regulators’
agendas, including regulatory reviews at FERC.8
The NERC defines resilience of the bulk electric
system via two main responsibilities – adequacy
and security. Adequacy is defined as “the
ability of the bulk power system to supply
the aggregate electrical demand and energy
requirements of the customers at all times,
taking into account scheduled and reasonably
expected unscheduled outages of system
elements”9. Security is defined as the “ability
of the bulk power system to withstand sudden
disturbances such as electric short circuits or
unanticipated loss of system elements from
credible contingencies”.9
Resilience is broadly defined within the
regulatory frameworks as the ability to function
during future extreme weather events. Resilience
also includes the ability of the electric utility
to effectivity respond to the impacts resulting
from these weather events and maintain timely
business continuity despite those impacts.3 A
finding from the interviews is that utilities see
resilience as being aligned with the regulatory
drivers for power resilience such as:
• FERC grid resilience document.
• NERC guidance documents and case-studies
for resilience and reliability.
• US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
FLEX requirements (“protect against the
unexpected”).10
It was noted that more alignment with FERC,
NERC and NRC guidance and requirements
could accelerate resilience and provide a
common benchmark for adaptation and
engineering practices.

For example, NERC has a supply chain risk
management initiative and a ‘lessons learned’
online resource that could be more widely used
and adopted by the utility sector to advance
resilience and scale best practices.
Resilience of the communities that the power
generation sector supports, such as the critical
assets and infrastructure to be protected first,
was not widely included in the sector resilience
initiatives based on the interviews and available
reports. Some utilities are aligning their resilience
initiatives to protect critical assets such as
hospitals and emergency response units to
address safe-to-fail adaptation measures,
but more needs to be done in this space.
It was also noted in our interviews that it is
increasingly evident that utilities must develop
tactical resilience initiatives and programmes
tailored to meet their specific disruptor impacts
and not solely rely on federal requirements to
comprehensively manage risk, especially with
changing shocks and stresses across their
systems.
The concept of resilience in electric utility and
power systems is closely intertwined with
functionally, reliability, and cyber security.
Reliability is already integrated by grid operators
and is aimed at reducing the probability
of power interruptions - while resilience is
aimed at reducing the damage from outages
and shortening outage durations. Many
reliability measures improve resilience and
it was observed that it was often the same
departments within an organisation that
were responsible for providing both reliability
and resilience. FERC and NERC are already
addressing the resilience of the electric grid
under the umbrella of reliability. However,
resilience also requires action by distribution
system providers and end users, suggesting
action beyond FERC’s jurisdiction, by state
regulators for example, is important for
improving resiliency within the sector.
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In Canada, the electric utility sector is regulated
at the provincial level, so regulatory approaches
vary between and among provinces. As such,
the role of national industry associations such as
the Canadian Electricity Association and national
codes and standards, such as the Canadian
Electrical Code, is key to industry consistency
and best practice. Industry guidance is
emerging from these and other sources to
prioritise climate-related adaptation and
resiliency planning more generally. More flexible
vulnerability assessments and risk assessment
tools, such as the Public Infrastructure and
Engineering Vulnerability Committee vulnerability
assessment tool developed by Engineers
Canada, are being more commonly applied.

Utilities”12, 75% of interviewees across that
sector in Canada noted that climate change and
extreme weather events could have negative
impacts on their future operations. However
only 42% of Interviewees reported their
companies had, in some way, integrated climate
change adaptation into corporate planning
and direction. Specific adaptation planning
for multi-hazard events was still noted as
lacking.13 Canadian utilities operate in a heavily
regulated environment. Statutory requirements
in the electricity sector may impose specific
regulations to ensure services are delivered
in a reasonably safe manner and/or that their
infrastructure meets certain standards for
installation and use.

According to a 2017 Canadian Electricity
Association report titled “Adapting to Climate
Change - A Risk Management Guide for

TR EN D T O WAT C H : C R ED I T R AT I N G S
I N C EN T I V I ZI N G R ESI L I EN C E

Figure 4
Climate adaptation guidelines represent opportunities to shift
resilience across the electric utility sector13

Privately held and publicly traded electric
utilities are governed by general corporate and
securities law that requires oversight of risk
and disclosure of material risks to investors
and Credit Agencies such as S&P Global.11
This structure is leading to strategies and plans
(related to climate adaptation and other related
topics) being more commonly developed to
support greater resilience. In this model, credit
ratings follow somewhat of a carrots-and-sticks
role for incentivising resilience. For example,
in January of 2019 S&P cut its rating of the
U.S. utility Edison citing exposure to wildfires.
Moody’s credit agency has also warned that
wildfires (a climate related disruption) threatened
PG&E’s solvency. Utilities such as these that
have billions of dollars in damages related to
insufficient proactive climate resilience planning
and implementation can find themselves locked
out of the insurance market.4
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Historical vulnerabilities

For many utilities the climate impacts associated with drought and water
supply are becoming important issues for utility resilience as permit
compliance with water withdrawal and NPDES compliance are compromised
Non-attributed source

Industry reports indicate that that over 90% of
customer outages are due to distribution-level
problems and most are weather-related.2 The
range of shocks and stresses facing utilities
have traditionally included flooding, extreme
heat, changing demographics in cities and
associated load-demands, land subsidence,
wildfires and wind. A typical range of hazards
that physically impact the sector’s ability to
operate and provide critical services can be
categorized as follows:
• Precipitation: rain, extreme rain, snow, rain on
snow, ice storms and freezing rain.
• Storms: electrical (lightning strikes), wind
(including hurricanes and tornadoes) and
storm surges.
• Temperature (mean and extreme): heat
and humidity, highs and lows, duration,
permafrost thaw, and changes to vegetation.
In Canada, recent research has observed that
ice, snow and wind loads are perceived as
the highest, most prevalent climate risk to the
electric sector with loss of poles, downed line
and transmission and distribution damage being
most impacted.12
Vulnerabilities are increased with aging assets,
particular when deferred maintenance is an

issue. Power supply to other critical services
(e.g. hospitals, emergency routes) feels the
effect of these heightened levels of vulnerability,
as does the safety of the utility workforce. An
intentional goal of this primer is to raise the
awareness of safety in relation to the sector’s
resilience initiatives and not just focus on assets
but also workforce and communities.
One major advantage of studying vulnerabilities
is that developing this understanding helps
identify where resilience value can be created.
In simple terms, if vulnerability measured, then
the benefits of resilience investments can be
quantified, as an asset or system becomes less
vulnerable to specific shocks or stresses. The
“true cost of resilience” was also observed to
not be commonly assessed and documented
and represents a key area to improve and
connect resilience into sector organisations.
This was further prioritised as a key sector risk
following the PG&E climate-related bankruptcy
of 2018. Figure 7 highlights the cost of resilience
and influence intersections which are important
outputs for the sector and needed to drive a
shift in practice. Evaluation and comparison of
the cost of resilience measure to outage cost
provides an important metric to advance the
incentivisation of resilience within the sector.14

Barriers to integrating resilience within the sector include a lack of
downscaled vulnerability scenarios, that resilience 'seems too big' an area to
address, and that it is difficult to measure success through key performance
indicators
Non-attributed source
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Figure 7
Resilience
influence costs
within electric
utility sector
Source: U.S.
Department of
Energy, Office of
Energy Policy and
Systems Analysis,
“Climate change
and electric sector:
guide for climate
change resilience
planning”
(September
2016).15

There are many threats to the power system
that need to be considered when assessing
power system resilience and it was noted
that having common and consistent hazard
scenarios to apply to asset protection and
adaptation is a gap in industry. Although
the bulk of customer outages occur at
the distribution level, both distribution and
transmission are vulnerable to almost all major
threats – which is why efforts to improve
resilience must also focus on transmission and
assets. It was noted that if states overseeing
utilities, along with the insurance sector, could
provide the vulnerability benchmarks for
adaption measures, it would accelerate projects
and resiliency for the sector. For example, in
some states, including Florida and California,
there are multiple vulnerability and sea level
rise scenarios for 2030 and 2050 which make
resilience planning challenging.
A report published in March 2019 by the
National Research Council of Canada on the

“Development of Climate Change Adaptation
Solutions within the Framework of the CSA
Group Canadian Electrical Code”12 provides
several best case examples of adaptation
measures within the electric utility sector along
with the types of impacts to sector assets.
Consistent with other ‘Resilience Shift’ research
and primers, there are many resilience tools and
frameworks within the resilience space, knowing
what is available and leveraging for your own
organisation’s goals and needs can accelerate
resilience and implementation. For example, the
range of impacts and assets that the electric
utility sector aligns with for climate risks (Table 1)
provides the sector with important information to
identify assets and adaptation options that can
be implemented in advance of future events.
It also highlights the importance, and this was
related in several of our interviews, for utilities to
identify and provide critical infrastructure (safeto-fail) actions such that cascading impacts of
failures are minimised and managed.
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C L IM AT E RI S K

I MPA CT T O E L E CT R I C I TY SE C TOR

FLOODING

•

Flooded basements and risks of electrocution to those who enter basement to turn power back on.

•

Flooded installations and damage to equipment and potential need for replacement, refurbishment or recertification

•

Increased risks of landslides, coastal erosion and infrastructure damage

•

Oil leaks and contamination risks where heavy rains fill oil containment basins and cause spillover

•

Transformers made with regular steel corroding

•

Leaves and sewage plus large volumes of water can clog and erode sump pumps, limiting their
effectiveness

•

Sea level rise issues for houseboat connections to shore power supply for these and other water-based
facilities

•

Structures have washed out near river banks due to overland flooding

•

Extreme conditions can damage equipment and block access to equipment in need for response for repair,
delaying response times

•

Poor electrical installations and over-use of heaters in extremely cold temperatures can cause electrical fires

•

High winds combined with increased vegetation has led to power outages

•

Reduced capacity of transformers and dust on insulators during heat wave can cause fires

•

Temperature changes are also impacting electricity demand, loads and associated pressure on the grid

•

Water can get into connectors, freeze and pop connectors open

•

Extreme freezing rain can cause poles to break and weather monitoring instruments to fail, leading to gaps
in data

•

Lighting contact with transmission lines can cause outages

•

Back-feed and other safety issues related to the installation and use of backup generation devices

•

Unique and extreme winds, varying in direction (can be both vertical and horizontal) can knock down entire
forests

•

Wind and ice events causing trees to come down and interfere with electrical lines leading to power failure

•

Ice accretion on towers, insulators, cable lines and tower arms, causing lines to drop or poles to break
under the weight of ice

•

High winds and ice build-up can cause “galloping wires” and line failure

•

Icy conditions and increased salt can cause equipment to corrode

•

Ice storms can lead to loss of wood poles, destruction of steel towers, widespread damage of the electrical
distribution network, with resulting severe service impacts in customers

•

During ice storms, electrical switches can freeze and stop working

•

Damage to transmission, storage, and distribution infrastructure

•

Can burn through both wood and metal poles

•

Widespread evacuation and threats to employee and community safety

•

Wind-related events can also increase risk of gas fires

•

When permafrost starts to melt, wires can sink, tilt or both

•

Structure movement from unstable foundations

•

Ground shifting and lack of slack can cause damage to transmission tower footing (e.g some parts may be
frozen, while others are not, leading to different movement and steel buckling)

•

Cleaning vegetation from transmission right-of-ways can also reduce insulation and lead to permafrost
degradation, lowering of land and ice build-up ice then lifts towers of their foundation

•

Can shift building sand foundations so ground electrode conductors need to be changed and installation of
completely new conductor is required

•

Can lead to frost heave (vertical lifting of poles due to freezing of water in the active layer soils) lifting pole
foundation and necessitating expensive repairs

E X T REME
W E ATHER

W IN D, SNOW AND
IC E LOADS

W ILDFIRES

P E RMAFROS T AND
LAND MOVEMENT

Table 1
Climate risks and impacts of electric sector assets10
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C ONTE X T

Gaps identified
WIND

A common gap across the sector was the
availability of resources to assess downscaled
multi-hazard impacts for assets across the
electric utility system and a consistently applied
set of vulnerability standards the sector can use
for planning. It was noted in several interviews
that climate impacts on the generation side
have a significant influence on the sector’s ability
to deliver resilient and reliable services. Yet,
common guidelines and standards for modelling
and measuring these potential impacts are not
yet well established.
The United States has one of the world’s
most reliable, affordable, and increasingly
clean electric systems, but faces significant
vulnerabilities with respect to physical threats
from severe weather, terrorist attacks, and cyber
threats.6 The accelerated transition to smart,
data-driven technologies that aims to increase
power grid efficiency, and further increase the
need to support customer reliability and needs,
is also a key driver for resilience.
The alignment of resilience and smart
technology is consistently reported by industry
leaders such as Asea Brown Boveri Ltd (ABB)
and Siemens as an important part of the electric

Climate risk and resilience that is
incorporated into the overall utility
corporate risk process must consider
multi-hazard climate risks associated
with sea-level rise, drought, wildfire,
extreme heat, electric storms and
land subsidence
Non-attributed source

SOL AR

WATE R

Figure 4
Overview of Potential Climate-Related Impacts on Electric
Utility Assets, Operations and Activities that Require Resilience
Planning

utility sector’s overall strategy7 to improve
resilience with areas such as data analytics,
automation and control, asset integrity and
automated inspections, graphical information
systems (GIS) and blockchain technologies.
The connectedness of assets and stakeholders
within the sector are highlighted in Figure 5.
This figure also illustrates an inherent
interdependence across the value chain, a
common trait shared by all critical infrastructure
sectors. The important point here is that a
chain is only as strong as its weakest link
and therefore the sector must consider
resilience measures across each link from
generation through to end-use. With regards
to existing gaps, many utilities do not integrate
cybersecurity, asset-level resilience and
operation and maintenance (O&M) as evidenced
by departmental structures and internal
reporting. While a focus is often on generation
resilience, it was noted that an increased focus
on transmission and distribution is required to
fully integrate resilience across the business.

Figure 5
Resilience integration across the power generation, delivery and use lifecycle and value chain

Generation
Plants

Step-up
Substations

Transmission
Power Lines

Step-down
Substations

Distribution
Power Lines

Customer end
Use
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Fall protection training - trainees examine their equipment before climbing, Nevada, USA.
(Photo by John Quintana, Western Area Power)

Resilience within
the value chain
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T

he value chain represents different project stages from proposal to delivery
to maintenance for large infrastructure projects. In each stage, decisions
are made that influence the resilience of the infrastructure. Resilience in the
electric utility sector has several critical entry points (e.g. areas where resilience
can be implemented or lost) along the value chain. It is important to plan, build,
operate and maintain assets that are resilient along this value chain and engage
with key business leaders and stakeholders that have ownership along the project
life-cycle. Unique to this sector is the emphasis on the recovery of assets following
a disruptive event. These events are typically weather related but can also include
cyber threats and impacts resulting from periods of civil unrest. The ability of a utility
to respond to extreme catastrophic events is the focus of many utilities and while
proactive resilience planning occurs, it was observed to not be the norm.

The Canadian electricity sector
is increasingly recognising the
importance of climate change
adaptation and resilience. The
Canadian Electricity Association is
playing an active role in educating
and developing guidance on
adaptation planning for the electricity
sector in Canada. Governments
at the federal and provincial levels
are paying increasing attention to
resiliency planning and are beginning
to require application of a climate
lens to capital investments.
Non-attributed source

Utilities that do not account for the range of
worst-case localised multi-hazard impacts in
the early design phase of projects often miss
opportunities to incorporate/recover those costs
and build resilience features into new assets
(along with retrofits). Examples would be utilities
that put transmission and distribution lines
underground, or locate transformers and other
critical distribution infrastructure in areas that
can survive extreme weather events. Another
example would be looking at reducing the
distance between utility poles to address wind
impacts or using more durable materials and
equipment. These types of resilience examples
incorporate potential impacts that would occur
within various phases along the value chain.
Integrating those resilient features and attributes
into the procurement of contracts and ensuring
they are built correctly is another portion of the
value chain where resilience value was observed
to be potentially lost or diminished.
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Operations and maintenance activities are
critical areas to maintain the resilience features
of the utility assets. The safety and resilience
of workers in the industry sector (including
subcontractors) that maintain assets were
observed to not be as integrated into the
resilience frameworks of organisations to the
extent that might be warranted. For example,
with many utilities conducting upgrades to
materials and assets to improve resilience, the
safety of employees and citizens associated
with those projects should be included to
enhance resilience along the full value chain of
organisations. Common decisions that could
contribute and enhance resilience within the
sector included:

• Operating across siloes to ensure future
shocks and stresses are integrated into the
planning and design of assets.
• Proactively integrating resilience into current
assets and operations so that utilities can
potentially survive routine and non-routine
weather events on a consistent basis.
• Including procurement with operation and
maintenance leads in the project planning
process (early and often).
• Working with local community stakeholders
to identify critical assets and vulnerable
populations (power prioritisation planning and
safe-to-fail assets).
• Leveraging the current emphasis within the
sector on cyber security to expand into multihazard utility assets and operations resilience.
• Ensuring that critical stakeholders such as
transportation and major transformers are
part of the resilience analysis, protection and
adaptation initiatives.
• Leveraging lessons-learned from industry
leaders such as NERC that document
best-practices9 from across the sector and
highlight activities that can improve resilience.
The NERC supply chain risk mitigation
programme can provide outputs that can
enhance the sector’s ability to address
and leverage best practices from other
organisations in their resilience activities and
planning.
• Ensuring that regulations such as within
FERC must be applied, if applicable, for each
utility’s regional and related operations early in
any project planning.
• Integrating State Public Utility Commissions
(PUCs) and their needs early in the process
to maximise the ability of projects, to align
funding and resilience measures, is a critical
link to financing and incentivising resilience
measures.
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One of the biggest challenges to integrating resilience across the value chain
of projects in this sector is connecting the range of the stakeholders early in
the planning process and breaking down silos within and between owners of
assets, projects and services such that it is clear where resilience value can be
integrated and must be maintained. An area of focus within city resilience that is
an opportunity for utilities includes an evaluation of an incorporation of cascading
downstream impacts to air pollution, heat island effects, transportation disruption
and workforce productivity. These cascading impacts within the sector were not
commonly noted. Integrating resilience across the sector (in much the same way as
scope, schedule, quality and safety) represents a needed process to connect and
integrate the concepts of resilience throughout the design, delivery, maintenance
and recovery of assets (Figure 8) within the sector.

DIAGNOS E & C O N C E IV E
DI A G N O S E

O P T IO NS

PRO CURE

D ES I G N & D EL I VER
DE SIG N/
PLAN

FIN A N C E

Figure 8.
Key portions of the value chain where resilience measures, training, projects and
activities should focus to maximize resilience value

IMP L EMEN T

O P ER AT E & MAI N TAI N
OPERATE

MA IN TA IN

D IS P OS E /
RE U S E
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The Itaipu Dam located on the border between Brazil and Paraguay is the second
largest operating hydroelectric facility in terms of annual energy generation, generating
87.8 TWh in 2014. (Photo and caption by Deni Williams)

Benchmarking current
resilience practices
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C

urrent resilience practices in the sector were observed to fall into several
categories that include proactive integration of resilience into assets and the
ability for the sector to respond quickly to disruption events. Our research
indicated that many utilities are focusing on cyber security and the protection of
critical assets as a significant component of their resilience strategy. Utilities are
integrating the mix of renewable energy resources and improving their ability to
increase the resilience of the sector as well as their ability to provide resilient and
reliable power. However, it was consistently observed that, within the electric utility
sector, this was not a priority component within resilience strategy and planning.
More attention is paid to the ability of the sector to transmit and distribute power in
the face of both routine and extraordinary shocks to the infrastructure.

RESILIENCE TO DISRUPTIVE
EVENTS
Resilience was typically defined as the ability of
critical assets to withstand future shocks, which
for some utilities is characterised as ‘hardening’
the electric grid. Our review indicated that asset
hardening does not equal resilience, so the
trend to harden infrastructure does not always
take the place of integrated resiliency planning.
Typically, resilience of the electricity grid focused
on three elements: prevention, recovery and
survivability.15
Prevention: Preventing damage in the
distribution system will require changes in
design standards, construction guidelines,
maintenance routines, inspection procedures,
and recovery practices using innovative
technologies. A utility’s approach to these
changes must be determined more specifically
by its distribution system and work environment.
Recovery: Proper resiliency planning should
provide for rapid damage assessment, prompt
crew deployment to damaged assets and readily
available replacement components. In recent
storms such as Hurricane Maria, pinpointing
affected areas was problematic due to a lack of
access information and crews were often idled
because they could not reach affected areas.
Another example from our interviews and Wood
experience was the response to critical assets
after Hurricane Florence where the coordination
of critical bridges and roadways, flooding and
accessibility was inadequate and significantly
impacted the ability of local utilities to restore
power. Examples such as these highlight
the interdependencies of transportation,

information technology and flood management
organisations to the electric utility sector, and in
advance coordination before expected extreme
weather events.
Survivability: Survivability refers to the ability
to maintain some basic level of electrical
functionality to individual consumers or
communities in the event of a complete loss of
electrical service from the distribution system.
The key elements of survivability include
communicating with customers, using resilient
technologies to supply critical infrastructures
such as traffic signals, prisons, hospitals, and
cell phones, along with equipping and enabling
consumers to use distributed generation. For
distribution utilities, survivability is a new function
– and one that will require new business models
and innovation.
There are several best practices across
the electric utility sector that were noted in
conducting research for this primer and that can
be leveraged across the industry and tailored
to specific areas. An important observation is
that organisations should leverage other best
practices to accelerate resilience and several
examples are provided as potential scalable
solutions to other utilities. One of the key
documents that outlines resilience measures,
referred to as “adaptation solutions”, for the
electric utility sector is the “Development of
Climate Change Adaptation Solutions with
the Framework of the CSA Group Canadian
Electrical Code Parts I, II, III” (March 2019).12
This report was developed for the National
Research Council Canada and supported
by Mantle314, Inc. who were an important
contributor to this primer.
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Some of the key climate adaptation measures
observed for the sector from our interviews and
research review are included in Table 2.

Table 2
Examples of adaptation options to proactively
address vulnerabilities

C L IM AT E
VU L N E RAB I LI T Y

A DA PTAT I ON E X A MP L E S F OR E L E C TR I C U TI L I TY SE C TOR

Flooding

Installation of submersible and flood-proofed equipment for critical assets

Flooding

Elevation of buildings, critical assets and equipment above future flood (multi-hazard) datums

Flooding

Relocating critical assets and equipment in locations outside of high-risk flood areas

Flooding

Installation of smart technology, sensors and meters for equipment in high risk flood areas and have
those communications connected to the correct personnel for monitoring and response

Flooding

Installation of durable and flood resistant materials in high risk flood areas and along evacuation
routes

Flooding

Installation of stainless steel transformers and equipment in areas susceptible to coastal flooding
and corrosion

Extreme winter
weather

Installation or retrofit to steel or fiberglass transmission equipment to reduce failure due to ice
accretion and wind storms

Extreme winter
weather

Installation of thicker gauge overhead wires in areas prone to severe icing and wind damage

Extreme winter
weather

Implementation of Ice melting technology where high voltage technology can promote/accelerate
iced melt on critical lines and components

Extreme winter
weather

Evaluation and management of controlled failure of lines to reduce the impacts of ice buildup and
utility poles breakage.

Wildfires

Develop and implement wild land urban interface fire designs for operations in fire-prone areas.
These plans should include high hazards such as drought impacted vegetation, high wind areas and
high voltage operations and assets

Wildfires

Install sprinkler systems for high risk assets and operations along with integration of local fire
response into business plans and response

Wildfires

Fire proof wooden structures with resistant materials such as rip-rap rock for high risk areas such as
radial feeder lines

Wildfires

Development and implement proactive vegetation management practices to reduce the amount of
combustible growth in the vicinity of high risk power lines and terminals

Wildfires

Implementing greater minimum clearances for vegetation and identify high risk areas for associated
maintenance
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Case studies

Case studies available for several utilities also
highlight key focus areas for the sector. For
example, utilities’ definition of critical facilities
is important and was a key part of the Hoosier
energy resilience programme. This represents
an important component of sector resilience.
Another important component of resilience is
the integration of technology and GIS on utility
assets and operations. This information, which
is included in the National Grid case study,
highlights this important technology integration
and was noted in several interviews as playing
a critical role in the design and ongoing
maintenance of utility assets.

CAS E S T UDY: HOOS I E R E NE RG Y I D EN T I F I ES C R I T I C A L FA C I L I TI ES A N D
BU S I NE S S F UNCT I ONS

Hoosier Energy, a generation and transmission cooperative serving Indiana and
Illinois, completed a vulnerability and risk assessment that identifies their most
important assets and operations and examines the effects that climate-driven
threats may have on them. To identify priority assets, the assessment relies on
the following definition for ‘critical facilities,’ determined in response to NERC
guidelines:
A critical facility may be defined as any facility or combination of facilities that, if
severely damaged or destroyed, would have a significant impact on the ability to
serve large quantities of customers for an extended period of time, would have
a detrimental impact on the reliability or operability of the electric grid, or would
cause significant risk to public health and safety.
Using this definition, the assessment identified a set of eight facilities, including four
generating stations (and associated switching yards), three substations, and one
additional structure.
To identify critical business functions, Hoosier relied on interviews with department
managers and other key staff. The interviewees were asked to identify business
functions in their areas of responsibility that “would be vital to the continued
operation of Hoosier Energy in the event that normal business activities were
interrupted by some catastrophic event.” The resulting critical business functions
are organised into 18 high-level activities with specified locations, key services and
assets, and minimum levels of staffing.16
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RESILIENCE EXAMPLES FROM THE
NUCLEAR POWER SECTOR
It was observed that within the nuclear sector
the regulations that are now included in the
Fukushima regulations and others such as
the Canadian CANada Deuterium Uranium
(CANDU) Owners group are driving proactive
resilience and proactive protection of critical
assets as part of regulatory and/or industry
standard requirements. Within the US electric
utility sector, FERC and NERC have more limited
regulations driving multi-hazard resilience and
typically the approach and degree of resilience
is determined by the utility.8 It was noted that
opportunities to leverage some of the resilience
drivers and best-practices in the nuclear
sector may provide relevant process and
system approaches to enhance and improve
organisations in the electric utility sector.
For example, The CANDU Nuclear Facilities
Owners Group has recently developed a
detailed roadmap (not currently published) to
formalise a process and protocol within this
power sector to:
• Ensure the design, safety and licensing basis
of facilities and operations with respect to
changes due the impacts of climate change.
• Sustain long term operational performance
with consideration of climate change impacts.
• Ensure that non-facility infrastructure is
compatible with climate projections.

Industry outputs such as these could
significantly advance and standardise base-line
performance for the electric utility sector through
similar roadmaps that outline ways to execute
those activities along with timelines and relative
costs. For example, some of the scenarios that
were identified in the nuclear sector that may
provide benefits to the electric utility sector
include standardised resilience actions to
address impacts such as:
• Reduction in cooling efficiencies due to
decreasing water availability and increasing
ambient air and water temperatures.
• Impact to coastal infrastructure from rising
sea levels and higher storm surge and
flooding.
• Interruption to critical infrastructure systems
(transportation, water, communications) from
extreme weather.
• Increased demand for cooling due to
increasing temperatures.
• Impacts on business continuity, critical supply
chain networks and key stakeholders.
While recognising that many of the assets in the
nuclear sector face unique aging infrastructure,
safety and coastal impacts, the ability of the
industry to integrate and regulate proactive
resilience post-Fukushima may serve as
example to other sectors including the electric
utilities sector.

In context, the post-Fukushima upgrades have cost an estimated $47 billion
dollars to implement safety enhancements mandated after the accident, a
cost burden which is shared across the global nuclear community. While
the cost of implementing the safety measures are significant, the worldwide
fleet of nuclear reactors is much safer today because of the upgrades. In
comparison, the cost of environmental remediation and victim compensation
has recently been reported by the Japanese trade ministry to exceed $180
billion dollars, and take over 4 decades to complete, this is an unfortunate
cost that the present and future generations of Japan have no other choice
but to endure.
Brad Mizell, Wood E&IS Global Power Sector Leader
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CAS E S T UDY: NAT I ONAL GRI D U SES G I S A N A LYSI S T O SC R EEN V U L N ER A B L E
SU BS TAT I ONS I N T HRE E S TAT ES

National Grid operates electric utilities serving over 3 million customers in five
U.S. states. In 2013, the company performed a substation flood study to assess
vulnerability to flooding for its substations in Massachusetts, New York, and
Rhode Island. The assessment used GIS software to overlay the elevations of its
substations and substation assets with Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)-produced Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). Although existing FIRMs
do not account for climate change projections, National Grid plans to update
its assessment as FEMA issues newer FIRMs that consider sea-level rise and
enhanced risk of storm surge.
National Grid determined that asset elevation was the appropriate screening
parameter for the assessment and conducted a field survey to collect the
elevations of substation yards, structure and asset foundations, and key equipment
panels. Substations were rated as High- or Medium-risk if located inside the 100year or 500-year flood zones, respectively, or as Low-risk if located outside of
the 500-year flood zone. Equipment within each substation was ranked as High-,
Medium-, or Low-risk, depending on the equipment’s elevation.
At substations rated at Low- or Medium-risk, National Grid did not take any
immediate action. At High-risk substations, National Grid implemented flood
avoidance or mitigation measures for any equipment ranked at High-risk
(equipment located below the base flood elevation) and implemented measures
to make Medium-risk equipment (equipment less than two feet above base flood
elevation) flood repairable. These measures include both short-term fixes as well
as long-term solutions. Short-term fixes include elevating specific equipment,
installing berms or barriers, or installing connections for mobile substations in case
of a flood. Long-term solutions include retiring or relocating the substations.17
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AGEING INFRASTRUCTURE AND
UTILITY RESILIENCE

smart connections within critical assets and
promote resilience to multi-hazard impacts.

It was noted in some of the research and
interviews that, while planning for and managing
emergency situations are critical to grid
resilience, day-to-day events such as failures
due to ageing infrastructure or lack of grid
viability must also be addressed to improve
overall resilience.

An important component of resilience within the
overall sector supply chain was the resilience of
the power generation assets. Some utilities also
own generation facilities and the ability of those
generation assets to function for a range of
multi-hazard disruptions is a critical component
of resilience within the sector. Designing and
operating assets that can withstand future
shocks (weather, civil unrest, cyber-attacks
and multi-hazard disruptions) should include a
utilities resilience plan.12 For example, ensuring
that the renewable power assets a utility relies
on can function in the face of future floods and
other shocks.

In North America, ageing utility infrastructure is
one of the significant challenges to maintaining
resilience as it is often reaching the end of its
design life and was developed when sensors
didn’t exist. That is one of the significant
opportunities for grid resilience as assets are
replaced – the ability to design, build and
operate assets that can track dangerous
conditions in advance and be installed to
minimise disruptions to critical assets and
infrastructure. A key gap that came out of our
research is knowing the localised multi-hazard
conditions to design for and understanding
the critical social infrastructure that must be
maintained in the event of future disruptions.
Another opportunity and driver for grid resilience
is from the sector supply chain. As global
firms such as ABB and Siemens drive asset
resilience7 it should increase the long-term and

Power generation assets should be designed to function for
future flooding events to maintain utility resilience

Another example from the private sector side is
work Wood E&IS is undertaking for the City of
Montreal to track weather conditions in-advance
of events that might result in ice-storm damages
to critical electric utility assets. Combined with
tree canopy data and an inventory of utility
assets, the city is positioned to support utilities
and protect them in advance from disruptions to
communities and critical assets and is another
example of integrated city planning within the
electric utility sector.

Resilience for power generation assets
must be included in resilience planning
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CAS E S T UDY: PG& E S E RVI CE I N T ER R U P T I O N C O STS I N SA N F R A N C I SC O B AY
ARE A S T ORM S T UDY

In 2015, the Bay Area Council Economic Institute conducted a study, entitled
Surviving the Storm, to examine the region’s vulnerability to a climate changeenhanced flooding event caused by an “atmospheric river” superstorm. In
cooperation with the Bay Area Council and other project partners, the region’s
primary electric utility PG&E estimated the value of lost service for a scenario in
which six of the region’s substations were disrupted during a flooding event. PG&E
estimated that the indirect costs incurred by commercial customers (to temporarily
relocate or continue their business operations) and residential customers
(inconvenience) could total up to $125 million. The study noted that the impact
would be mitigated by PG&E’s redundant electric system where substations are
interconnected through the electric grid and can support one another in order to
help minimise customer service interruptions PG&E’s indirect cost estimates did
not include damage or spoilage costs or other induced costs. The cost estimate
also does not include direct costs to PG&E, despite the assumptions about
disruption to PG&E substations. The cost estimate aided PG&E and the Bay Area
Council in creating an understanding of the scale of electricity outage costs relative
to other storm-associated costs.22

CAS E S T UDY: US I NG COS T- BE N EFI T R AT I O T O C O MPA R E P O TEN T I A L
RES I LI E NCE M E AS URE S

Entergy Corporation has developed a framework and undertaken a study to
quantify climate risks and help inform approaches for building a resilient U.S. Gulf
Coast. Entergy found that the Gulf Coast is vulnerable to growing environmental
risks today and faces an estimated $350 billion or more in cumulative losses by
2030. Key uncertainties involved in addressing this vulnerability include the impacts
of climate change, and the cost and effectiveness of resilience measures.
The study covers coastal counties and parishes on a strip of land stretching up to
70 miles inland across the shoreline of southern Texas, coastal Mississippi, and
Alabama. This area is threatened by hurricanes, which typically cause damage
primarily through extreme winds, storm surge, and flooding. In order to calculate
costs and benefits, the study considered the costs of all damaged assets and
interrupted business activity in the study region.
Recognising the uncertainty of potential loss aversion, the study identified
potentially attractive measures that yield a cost-to-benefit ratio of less than 2. The
measures are compared on an overall cost curve, in which the width of each bar
represents the total potential of that measure to reduce expected losses to 2030
for a given scenario, and the height of each bar represents the ratio between
costs and benefits for that measure. Along with $76 billion in private funding,
approximately $44 billion of public funding will be required over the next 20 years
to fund key infrastructure projects.24
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Resilience integration and trends

There were observations made in the
development of this primer that could increase
awareness, opportunities and accelerate
resilience within the sector. There are several
available reports that have been published and
provide adaptation and resilience options that
organisations within the sector can leverage and
apply to their risks and assets.

For example, the Development of Climate
Change Adaptation Solutions Report developed
for the National Research Council Canada13 has
several engineering and planning solutions that
have been applied to the Canadian electric utility
sector that would relevant to U.S. companies.

CLI M AT E CHANGE I M PACT S T O EL EC T R I C I T Y I N TH E N O RT H

Stakeholder interviews revealed that there is some discrepancy around perceived
climate change risks to the electricity sector in the north. In this case north refers
to areas in the northern US and central Canada with severe winters. Many who are
located in this part of the continent tend to believe that climate risks to the sector
are less significant compared with the beliefs of those who live outside this area.
Interviews with northern experts and stakeholders provided the following insights:
Permafrost risks may be over-exaggerated. Interviewees indicated that
permafrost changes have largely been mitigated against due to past and ongoing
practices. For instance, in-ground services are limited and all supply is overhead,
meaning that permafrost does not pose as many risks to installation. Interviewees
did say, however, that they have seen buildings shift to the point where ground
electrode conductors need to be changed.
Wildfire risks are relatively low. Many northern communities are above the
tree line and are not exposed to land-based fires. They also experience few
thunderstorms, meaning lower risk of lightning strikes. With many communities
reliant on diesel, they have less expansive electrical infrastructure and less
exposure to potential damage.
Flood risks are relatively low. While the north is seeing earlier freshet (i.e. spring
melt) and more variable precipitation, interviewees stated that the changes they
have experienced so far are still within equipment design tolerances.
Increasing ice and snow is a risk. Those in the north are seeing higher
snowpack and increasing ice and snow. Ice and snow tends to get into openings
and connectors, which can degrade neutral wires and lead to more serious
impacts such as voltage shifts and electrical appliance fires. Interviewees stated
that they are starting to see impacts on the durability of systems over time.
Being remotely located presents its own set of risks. A key factor to consider
is the inability to depend on proximity and connectivity with other utilities to support
management of climate impacts. Back up equipment and emergency crews are
not as accessible and easily deployable as in other parts of the country.10
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Major risks and opportunities that were identified from the documents and the
interviews conducted included a range of climate related impacts along with other
issues that can impact the resilience of services.

RISKS
• Future weather-related impacts due to
flooding are often discussed, but planning
to integrate impacts associated with storm
surge, rainfall, etc. is not consistently applied.
• Future weather-related impacts such as ice
storms, wind related impacts, lightning strikes
were not as commonly mentioned or included
in asset vulnerability designs.
• Increases (changes) in demand due to
changes in climate conditions (heat days,
storm intensities etc.) are not commonly part
of resilience planning.
• Civil unrest, terrorism and cyber security were
often not part of the vulnerability scenarios
that utilities included in their assessments and
represent key areas of scale and leverage for
broader resilience.
• Supply chain impacts related to non-core
activities were often not considered as being
compatible with climate impacts.
• Transmission grids represent perhaps the
greatest vulnerability to maintain reliable
power that is resilience to future impacts/
shocks.
• The power generation sector typically
responds to resilience requirements required
by regulation (FERC, NERC, NRC) with less
cross-organising sharing than expected.
• The key gaps in resilience (where breakdowns
can occur first) include fuel, transportation,
major transformer equipment (pumps, values)
and personnel (ability of personal and supply
networks to get to facilities).

• In the Western US an increasing impact
on resilience is water supply and drought.
With many utilities relying on water quality
and quantity limits, the impacts of future
water availability are a growing concern but
not currently being consistently addressed.
This can impact a utility’s ability to provide
power on the generation supply-side of the
business. This is becoming an issue within
Environmental Impact Assessments and
(National Environmental Permit Application
permitting process and enforcement.
• Key limiting factor for utility resilience is the
ability to fund future resilience for existing and
planned assets. With those additional costs
typically passed on through the PUC, there is
consistently a gap between capital required
and availability of funds.
• Utilities do not commonly have a “resilience
officer” but consistently have a Chief IT officer
that addresses cyber security and resilience
issue related those impacts.
• FERC grid resilience pricing is significantly
limiting the funding that electric utilities can
secure to address resilience planning.
• Interconnectedness of assets and supply
chain is required but gaps exist in the sector
as we are consistently hearing that the
organisations in this sector have a matrixed
(siloed) approach.
• Many of the utility organisations regard their
plans/activities/strategies as “privileged” and
not communicated across the sector in that
they are linked to cyber security.
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Utilities are increasingly evaluating and
addressing “safe to fail” asset protection
programs where single point vulnerabilities
are being identified and addressed.
• There are improvements needed to evaluate
critical asset high vulnerability points (e.g.
safe-to-fail assets to protect first) to the full
range of vulnerabilities beyond just flooding
impacts and terrorism.
• Many utilities such as Southern Company
and other similar organisations rely on “Flex
Building” emergency response staging
areas (Arizona and Memphis) where critical
equipment can be airlifted to impacted
utilities in the event of future impacts. This
consortium driven, integrated response
program is typically built into a utilities
Emergency Management Plan.
• Utilities are increasingly developing “AC/
DC” technology centres that are hardened to
future vulnerability and control the technology
and communication networks of operations
and activities.
• An increasing trend is to have utility asset
owners rely on vendors (such as ABB or
Siemens) as an important information source.
For example, condition-based maintenance
that considers the condition of the
equipment, the level of reliability required to
fulfil its function and opportunities to replace/
retrofit equipment and parts that are resilient
to future weather and disruptions.
• Given the age of transformers and industrial
transformers (and considering the increase
of the typical failure probability with the
transformer age) this is an important part of
utility resilience.

• Increasing utility resilience included having
an on-call vendor with transformer and
critical equipment – in some cases including
dedicated back-up equipment (unclear how
that equipment is shipped to sites in extreme
weather conditions).
• Business continuity is a key part of utility
resilience and should be an integral part
of planning, operations and contractor
management. The utility sector is
increasingly outsourcing the services related
to vulnerability assessments and project
implementation – with the sector provided
‘programme management’ capabilities.
• Safety was commonly mentioned as a key
output of sector resilience activities and
activities.
• Single/consistent project owner responsible
for resilience should be part of projects (not
currently the case).
• Resilience should be a part of procurement
(link from funding to bid/selection of
contactor/execution of work).
• Longer time scales must be included /
recognised, and this was a commonly
communicated issue.
• Funds must address both Capex and OpEx
in proportion to risk and resilience and part of
resilience planning and implementation.
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Insurance and finance

Utilities commonly conducted Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA) to identify the return from
investments to improve asset resilience.
Typically, electric utilities can only secure
Property & Causality (P&C) insurance for
future claims for amounts that are far below
actual losses. For example, one electric utility
reported $800 million in P&C coverage versus
$12 billion in actual claims. Several utilities are
increasingly securing catastrophe bonds to
provide third-party property liability coverage for
wildfire damage. For example, PG&E itself has
a roughly $800 million liability insurance tower
for 2017 and another estimated $1.4 billion for
2018 which is provided by a mix of traditional
insurance and reinsurance coverage.26 Another
California electrical utility Sempra Energy had
also secured a catastrophe bond that provided
property liability cover for the 2018 wildfires.18

Power system experts supported power restoration in remote islands Saipan and Tinian
following Super Typhoon Yutu. (Photo by Will Schnyer)

This form of insurance has complicated triggers
for pay-outs and is often well under the actual
damage costs associated with climate impacts.
An increasing trend in the credit rating and
insurance market is the impact of physical
climate risk into credit scores and the impact
that will have on a utility’s ability and capacity
to secure adequate insurance. For example,
in January 2019 S&P cut its rating of the
Edison Electric citing exposure to wildfires.
As this impact is increasingly a climate driven
risk, this must be addressed with resilience
planning as organisations are responsible for
potentially billions of dollars in damages beyond
its insurance policy cover4. Section 5 of the
primer provides some resilience adaptation
examples that any utility can apply and leverage
to address vulnerabilities applicable to your
operations and activities across the value chain.
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The role that insurance and catastrophe bonds
have played in the sector is important and
will increasingly be a key driver for resilience
and the protection of critical assets. Leading
utilities typically assign a multiplier to risk and
embed resilience into their risk analysis, in some
cases as part of the corporate project approval
process but aligning more directly with resilience
initiatives is needed.
Several utilities have successfully incorporated
resilience projects into their rate base and are
providing an example of best practice within the
sector for securing financing to protect assets
in advance of future impacts. For example,
FPL has been one of the lowest cost electric
providers (30% below the national average) and
is a good example of a utility completing a range
of resilience measures to protect assets and the
communities they serve have leveraged past
disruptions for future innovation and resilience. It
was noted that utilities such as FPL20, Duke and
PSE&G have effectively implemented adaptation
measures to support resilience such as:
• Burying electric lines to minimise disruptions
during extreme weather events (upwards of
60% of the system).
• Strengthening transmission poles (1.2 million
since 2006)19.
• Decreasing the length between poles to
address potential wind damage.
• Upgrading to transformers that are flood
resistant.
• Working closely with local stakeholders to
identify and then protect critical services and
infrastructure such as 911 communications,
hospitals, key community power distribution
assets and other key community institutions.
• Programmes to promote and protect the
safety of workers and communities in the
event of disruption and extreme events.

Many cases were observed where utilities
took on resilience practices as a result of
severe weather. It was noted that much of
the reasoning for utilities to lead in the areas
of resilience was a result of past disasters
and disruptions. For example, a series of
hurricanes in 2003-2005 wes a key driver in
FPLs current proactive resilience program.
Widely labelled as one of the first climate
change related bankruptcies4, the 2018 PG&E
example should serve as a ‘lesson-learned’
about the intersection of climate vulnerabilities,
communities, and aging infrastructure and the
alignment of the cost of resilience with business
impacts and viability.
Other key outputs that utilities can integrate into
operational resilience for the electric utility sector
include:
• Identification of the transmission and
distribution locations and assets that are
the most critical, and leveraging real-time
monitoring of weather conditions to improve
resilience.
• Coordination and communication between
utility personnel and field crews – as well as
customers, emergency responders and other
key stakeholders such as Department of
Transportation (DOT) and State flood control
agencies.
• Pre-positioning resources in key locations for
utility recovery and logistics flexibility which
addresses utility resilience and can also
improve safety for response activities.
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Asset management

Disruptive events
include fire,
lightening events
and heat-related
shocks

An output from our interviews and review
of reports was the need to integrate critical
asset management with future vulnerability
and adaptation options. Several organisations
mentioned that ageing assets are a significant
issue and the review of resilience investments,
relative to replacement timelines, is an issue
in funding and implementing resilience
improvements. It was also observed that
the identification of critical assets, aligned
with critical social infrastructure, was an area
to prioritise and address. The use of green
infrastructure to protect utility assets was not
mentioned in the interviews or research as a
potential adaptation and protection measure in
flood prone areas.

integrate and build resilience into electric utilities
infrastructure. Many of the utilities interviewed
for this primer identified common issues around
asset management and the protection of critical
assets to improve resilience:

A common issue within the sector is the
integration of resilience measures for new
(and existing) asset and rate recovery. In
general, this has proved difficult to pass on the
additional cost to rate payer frameworks to

• Difficultly in measuring resilience; how
can it be improved and funded without
standardised measurement

• Lack of consolidated and consistent hazard
scenarios useful for design
• Lack of guidance for incorporating
downscaled climate data
• Lack of near-term funding to support
resilience measures
• The concept of resilience within the sector is
“too big” a concept to effectively address with
localised and specific projects

• The co-benefits for resilience are too broadly
defined and difficult to measure
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Other key outputs that utilities can integrate
into asset resilience included 12 opportunities
to improve technology and asset management.
These may include those below and highlight
the need to integrate real-time technology to
support asset management and resilience,
such as:
• Isolating critical assets and equipment during
disruption events (e.g. using smart automated
switchgear) to reroute power and improve
grid resilience.
• Leveraging sensors, monitoring, wearable
technologies and other advanced
technologies to access damage to grid
assets, routes and supplies.
• Using remote technology to accelerate
and promote cost effective inspections of
distribution poles in high fire threat areas,
substations and transmission lines.

Use of drones to
monitor power
lines is becoming
more common

• Installing weather stations and high-definition,
pan-tilt cameras to track conditions and
impacts.
• Leveraging technologies such as microgrids,
renewables and battery energy storage,
smarter switchgear, advanced distribution
management systems, autonomous drone
usage, real-time analytics, augmented by
machine learning and artificial intelligence.
• Installing concrete steel poles, under
grounding power lines wherever possible,
installing more temperature/fire resistant
overhead lines where necessary, improving
storm water management around
substations, hardening critical utility facilities.
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Linemen place a new marker ball on a static wire while suspended
midair by a long line from a helicopter, California, USA.
(Photo by Dave Horton and Joel Carrillo)
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Energy system view, illustration by Arup

Opportunities to incentivise
resilience
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T

he research for this primer identified multiple examples of best-practices
within the electric utility sector along with several areas where opportunities
exist that could drive resilience forward and create an important shift. In
addition to specific best-practices, our research identified several key influencer
organisations within this industry that can push the uptake of resilience forward in
leaps and bounds.

The Edison Electric Institute was observed to
be an example of an organisation that could
consolidate and drive resilience because
it represents U.S. investor-owned electric
companies with association members providing
electricity for about 220 million Americans and
operations in all 50 states.

It is not cost effective for the electric
utility sector to be privately insured.
Non-attributed source

Another key influencer is the insurance sector.
Insurance companies could (and should) drive
proactive investment in resilience and provide
a key link into the financial sector. Similarly, the
Task Force for Climate Finance Disclosures
(TCFD), which includes power companies such
as AES, Enel and Iberdrola, can be an important
driver for the electric utility sector to integrate,
measure and disclose initiatives to the public
and make their assets, operations and activities
more resilient.20
Financial institutions, such as Citi, are also
publishing climate disclosure reports in
conformance with the TCFD which are
documenting and reporting on the impact of
climate and resilience within the energy and
utilities sector.

TCFD reports such as this are including the
exposure of power plants (and corresponding
utilities) to cyclones, excessive heat and
flooding. The integration of climate impacts
to critical assets within the sector will further
drive the acceleration of resilience within the
electric utility sector.21 The rate-payer base
can also play a critical role in resilience in the
sector not only from financing the needed
improvements, but from creating a new norm
for resilience across the sector driven from
the public who want resilient and reliable
power. Another opportunity to shift resilience
within the sector should come from statelevel actors – for example the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) promotes safety
by ensuring California utilities integrate risk
management practices into their current
operations, future planning and decision-making
processes.
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) should also play
a key role in creating the business case for
resilience investments. Leading utilities are
increasingly applying CBA to their critical assets
to integrate resilience into business operations
and budgeting to accelerate proactive
adaptation to climate impacts and business
disruptions. A key opportunity to accelerate
and integrate resilience into the business is to
monetise and report on the benefits (losses
avoided) of proactive resilience.

Barriers to integrating resilience within the sector include a lack of
downscaled vulnerability scenarios, that the whole area of resilience is
'too big' to address, and the difficulty of measuring success through Key
Performance Indicators.
Non-attributed source
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The ability for utilities to recoup costs from their rate-payer base from direct
pass through costs is difficult given the short time horizons that the sector
typically works within
Non-attributed source

Many utilities such as the PG&E (and the Bay
Area Storm Study case study),22 highlight
the importance of aligning investments in
resilience to future business disruptions. This
type of analysis is increasingly being included
in both credit rating assessment and within the
insurance (and re-insurance) markets and is an
important part of incentivising resilience and
including both capital and operational costs
for resilience adaptation into the electric utility
sector.
The recent PG&E climate related bankruptcy
and the Entergy framework for quantifying
climate risks are examples of the critical
importance of integrating CBA of resilience and
disruptions and shocks into operations and the
business. With PG&E having over 100,000 miles
of overhead distribution and transmission lines,
and the requirement under California Senate
Bill 901 for the utility sector to provide detailed
wildfire mitigation plans, the cost to construct
post-disruption (event) adaptation activities is
significantly more than when done proactively.
For example, the measures being conducted
such as undergrounding 150 circuit miles and
installing 70 pan-tilt-zoom cameras to identify
and track wildfires are adaptation measures that
could have been installed in advance of recent
events. Reporting on future loss from climate
impacts that Entergy are documenting provides
another example of opportunities to incentivise
resilience and integrate into business planning.
As regulators increasingly push for increased
resilience and reporting, this trend will have
a significant impact across the sector. For
example, San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is
at this point the only investor-owned utility to file
a risk-informed general rate case under the new

CPUC’s Risk Aware Mitigation Phase Process.23
As more utilities follow this reporting obligation it
should drive more integrated resilience planning.
As noted above, a gap was observed in the way
that many insurance companies focus on short
time-horizons for investments (5-10 years). With
climate resilience requiring planning over a longtime horizon (30 years) this limits the ability to
amortise insurance savings to fund investments
in resilience. Both the utility and insurance
industries should therefore work together to
evaluate how the short-term insurance model
can be adapted to influence and accelerate
longer-term climate resilience investments.
The BlackRock Investment Institute, which is
part of BlackRock, the world’s largest asset
manager, has recently issued a new report
discussing the assessment of climate-related
physical risks. The report, titled “Getting
physical – Scenario analysis for assessing
Climate-related risks,” focuses on impacts to
the U.S. electrical utilities (as well as municipal
bonds and commercial-backed securities). The
report finds that the U.S. electric utility sector
is particularly vulnerable to climate impacts
such as hurricanes and wildfires due to ageing
infrastructure. BlackRock concludes that: (i)
these climate risks are being underpriced by
the sector; (ii) climate resilient utilities trade at a
premium; and, (iii) this premium may increase
as climate impacts become more severe and
investors begin to pay more attention to climaterelated risks.25
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The report suggests that utilities may be able
to mitigate some of their climate-related risk
through physical hardening of infrastructure/
facilities, implementation of disaster recovery
plans, and additional insurance. However,
BlackRock also states that many companies
are probably underprepared. This is partially
due to current risk assessments that examine
physical climate risks decades in the future. The
report stresses that this approach overlooks
risks that already exist.25 In order for companies
and investors to best incorporate climate risks

As one of the
most dangerous
jobs in the U.S.,
the safety of utility
workers remains
a key component
of resilience and
planning26

into their decision-making, the report suggests
following the Financial Stability Board’s TCFD
recommendations on risk assessment and
scenario analysis.
From our interviews and review of available
documentation, it is also clear that the safety
of utility employees, especially in this new era
of multiple states supporting recovery after
disruptive events and outages, must also be
part of the needed shift in resilience for their
safety and viability of the industry as well.
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Maintenance of high voltage cables in Embong Malang, Surabaya, Indonesia

Opportunities to accelerate
a shift in practice
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O

ne of the most important outputs from this primer is a loud-and-clear notice
that proactive adaptation for critical assets and the communities they support
is most cost-effectively done in advance of extreme weather events and
disruptions. The return on proactive investment for resilience in the electric utility
sector was documented by several utilities, and there are numerous examples
of successful adaptation measures that utilities can draw from and tailor to their
unique vulnerabilities and assets. When disruptions do occur that impact the
electric utility sector, resilient organisations rebuild and retrofit assets, operations
and activities such that future impacts can be minimised and managed moving
forward.
The recommendations for incorporating resilience in the electric utilities sector can
be summarised in three main areas:

DIAGNOSE AND CONCEIVE
It is essential that the sector complete and
keep current vulnerability assessment aligned
with their assets, operations and activities.
Resilience-minded organisations must perform
multi-hazard risk analysis across critical assets
and use this to prioritise strategies to protect for
future disruptions. Evidence supporting these
recommendations are provided by:
• Leading organisations integrating resilience
into corporate planning and across multiple
departments within the business including
finance and procurement.
• Businesses creating competitive advantages
by understanding the key community and
business stakeholders in advance of potential
disruptions to minimise risk.

• Use of thicker wires in areas prone to ice
build up.
• Controlled lines of failure (cascading impacts).
• Radial feeder lines for fire barriers.
• Greater minimum clearances for vegetation
near key power lines.
• Evaluations of ageing equipment.
• Lightening arrestors.
• Burying transmission lines.
• Reducing the distance between poles.
• Use of submersible and flood-proofed
equipment.
• Use of smart meters in flood prone areas.
• Use of more durable materials along
evaluation routes.

DESIGN AND DELIVER

• Use of sump pumps with grinders.

An important requirement is to integrate
adaptation and resilience measures into
design and delivery plans with clearly identified
owners, and the roles of internal and external
stakeholders defined. With many programmes
having a shorter project life-span, it is important
to identify owners and implement procedures
that ensure that resilience is maintained over
the required longer-time horizons. Adaptation
measures9 that can be considered in this portion
of project planning should include:

• Data forecasting for extreme weathers,
emergency agreements with key
stakeholders.
The sector should identify the assets,
activities and operations (including supply
chain stakeholders) that must be protected to
ensure business continuity and resilience to
future disruptions. A common success factor
observed was identifying those assets that must
be protected first (safe-to-fail analysis) to reduce
cascading impacts from disruptions.
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OPERATE AND MAINTAIN
Resilience requires that organisations have the
resources and budgets required to operate
and maintain assets and adaptation measures
to promote resilience. Stated another way,
deferred maintenance needs to be considered
a key threat against resilience. Strategies and
considerations specific to building resilience in
O&M practices include:
• Having emergency agreements in place with
key stakeholders, such as flood agencies,
DOT agencies and GIS/communications
agencies, is important and needed in O&M
plans.
• With many resilience measures requiring
monitoring and operational field support, it is
critical that utilities integrate safety planning
(for both routine and extraordinary scenarios)
into planning.
• Safety of communities and field crews that
support, or are influenced by, the utility sector
is a critical part of resilience within this portion
of the value chain.
The opportunity to leverage technology into
utility sector organisations was often cited in
the background reviewed for this primer and
in interviews as a key accelerator for resilience
and an important component of operation
and maintenance. For example, utilities
have frequently installed real-time, waterlevel monitoring systems to help anticipate
challenges that could result from flooding
at substations located below the Federal
Emergency Management Agency's 100-year
flood elevations.
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Closing comments

As an industry on which millions of people
rely for both their livelihoods and safety,
it is imperative that the sector identifies
opportunities within existing frameworks
to improve the communication about, and
a consistent application of, resilience best
practice.
Although regulatory agencies such as FERC
can help drive resilience, it is the utilities
themselves that need to drive and promote
resilience within their own operations and
spheres of influence.
Our hope is that this Primer will be useful to
those of us working in the sector who are
working to embed and scale up resilience best
practice within our respective organisations.
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